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CONVICTED

Case Study

The ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System® (GLS) captures critical
forensic evidence that assists the Los Angeles County District
Attorney’s Office in convicting two gang members of murder.
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Aerial image shows the geolocated position
and sequence of each individual shot fired
by Shooter A (red circles) and Shooter B
(blue circles). Data analysis revealed the distance between Shot 7 (fired by Shooter B)
and Shot 8 (fired by Shooter A) to be 15 feet
and were fired a tenth of a second apart.
This revealed that two shooters had committed the crime because a single shooter
could not have fired both rounds from the
two locations a tenth of a second apart.
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“ShotSpotter’s combination of technology and data
analysis, in my opinion, was crucial to convince the
jury,” said Labbe. “It corroborated a witness at the
scene who was no longer available to be questioned.”
Detective Ty C. Labbé
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Homicide Division

compelling evidence to corroborate the witness was critical.
“There was only one eyewitness whose character was less than
ideal and the victim’s wounds were also ‘through and through,’
meaning we had no bullets,” explained Gutierrez. According to
Gutierrez, additional evidence was needed in order to place two
shooters at the crime scene, confirm the events as described by
the witness, and negate any possible defense strategy.
According to Labbé, they needed to prove that one person holding two guns could not have committed the crime. Knowing that
the ShotSpotter GLS system had documented the event, detectives called the company and spoke with Customer Solutions
Manager, Dana Kirsch Ray. They requested a detailed forensic
analysis of the incident, a service provided by ShotSpotter to
GLS customers.
Clear and Compelling Evidence
Ray recalled that, “the first question the detectives wanted to
know was whether our system could tell if there were two people
shooting at the victim.”
Because the ShotSpotter GLS detects gunfire activity 24 hours a
day and permanently stores all incident information in an auditable, verifiable database repository, Ray was able to perform a
detailed analysis of incident data. Her analysis quickly established that weapons of two different calibers had fired a total
of 18 rounds during the incident. She then gave investigators
a timeline of shots fired: the timeline showed which gun had
fired which round; that the time between shots proved that two
weapons were involved; and confirmed due to their physical
separation, two different individuals firing two different weapons
had perpetrated the crime. Ray then further analyzed the data to
identify “a shot-by-shot chronology which identified the precise
location of each and every round fired.”
The case presented unique challenges said Ray. “In most cases
when you have a shootout, the shooters are firing in opposite directions because they’re shooting at each other. In this case, the
two shooters were standing next to each other shooting towards

(Above) Detailed timeline and shot frequency analysis of each round
fired revealed that two guns were fired in the crime.
a third person [the victim]. They were firing at the same time,
in the same direction, using bullets of nearly the same caliber.
These circumstances made it harder to differentiate between the
sounds of the two gunshots, and we had to rely on other data
from the ShotSpotter system, such as the timing and physical
separation of each shot, to positively determine the number of
weapons and individuals shooting them.”
According to Labbé, “the ShotSpotter GLS provided an absolute
court-admissible corroboration of the statement made by the
lone witness to the crime.”
“The ShotSpotter GLS system was able to show that two different weapons were being fired as well as the sequence in which
those weapons, Weapon A and Weapon B, were fired,” said Labbé. “It was also able to show distance, which put Shooter A and
Shooter B where the witness said they were standing in relationship to the victim. These distance measurements corroborated
the location where the physical evidence—shell casings—were
located by investigators, giving us evidence to recreate the crime
scene, further corroborating the testimony of the lone witness to
the murder.”
Additionally, Ray was able to confirm that Shooter B had only
fired six rounds. According to Labbé, that evidence was also
essential to the case. “We know where Shooter B was standing
based on the witness and we know the revolver he had on him

only shoots six bullets without a reload.”

first-degree, with all special allegations true.

Beyond Reasonable Doubt
As the trial date neared, the value of the ShotSpotter data took on
an increasing and essential importance to the case and its ultimate
verdict.

“ShotSpotter’s combination of technology and data analysis, in my
opinion, was crucial to convince the jury,” said Labbé. “It corroborated a witness at the scene who was no longer available to be
questioned.”

“The eyewitness to the murder was [himself] murdered in the
weeks prior to the trial,” said Gutierrez. “When I tried this case
we did not have live eyewitness testimony.” Though the witness’s
testimony had been read into the court record, this presented a
challenge for Gutierrez. “Our concern was that without that witness it was possible that a juror or some jurors might feel there
was insufficient evidence or that they needed to see the person in
court.”

For Gutierrez, the ShotSpotter data was compelling in two ways.
“The jurors were able to hear the sound of these two different firearms being used,” said Gutierrez. “The ShotSpotter GLS data and
expert witness testimony provided unbiased corroboration for the
eyewitness’s description of the shooting and the number of shots
fired, as well as the fact that there were two different shooters using different firearms.”

Ray testified as an expert witness and explained how the system
works, how it stores incident information in a historical database,
and how incident data confirmed the witness’s story of events.
An audio recording of the event, automatically captured by the
ShotSpotter GLS, was played for the court while Ray explained
to jurors how she analyzed the audio to distinguish differences in
weapon caliber, identify the number of shooters, plot the sequence
of shots fired by each gun, and pinpoint the location of each round
fired.
For Gutierrez and the members of the jury, hearing the actual audio
from the event was “very powerful.”
“When the sound of the gunshots was played, the jurors realized
‘we are hearing the shots fired at this person who ultimately died,’”
said Gutierrez.
Guilty as Charged
According to those involved in the case, the scientific nature of
the forensic data, analysis, and expert witness testimony provided
by the ShotSpotter GLS and the company’s expert personnel
provided circumstantial evidence essential to proving beyond a
reasonable doubt that the defendants were guilty of murder in the

To law enforcement personnel working to alleviate violence on the
streets of South Los Angeles, the ShotSpotter GLS has repeatedly
proven itself to be a mission-essential tool. By providing persistent
wide-area acoustic surveillance that captures and stores unbiased
forensic evidence of weapons fire, the ShotSpotter GLS proves its
value beyond use in police communications and dispatch centers.
Crime investigators, as shown in this case study, use system data
in cooperation with prosecutors to strengthen court cases, secure
convictions, and obtain more plea bargains.
When case trials conclude faster or result in a plea bargain as a
result of ShotSpotter GLS evidence, prosecutors and members of
a district attorney’s office can address additional court cases with
greater efficiency and reduced costs for the court, prosecution, jail,
and armored transport of defendants between jail and court. The
result is a reduction in gun violence and improved community and
law officer safety while the police department and judicial organization achieve greater effectiveness with available resources.
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Mission-Essential Surveillance

ShotSpotter, Inc. | Corporate Overview
ShotSpotter, Inc. is the leading developer of mission-essential acoustic
surveillance systems. Its flagship product, the ShotSpotter Gunshot Location
System®-Stationary Array (GLS-SA), has pioneered the use of wide-area acoustic
surveillance coupled with audio analytics for public safety, homeland security, and
military applications. For over a decade, our customers have relied on ShotSpotter
GLS solutions to provide them with acoustic event awareness and accurate
actionable intelligence to aid their development of proactive anti-crime strategies
and operations. Currently, the ShotSpotter solutions protects many cities and
counties nationwide, consistently producing arrests and weapons confiscations.

The ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System
Whether the threat is violent gun crime, terrorist attack, or enemy
fire, ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System® (GLS) solutions
deliver real-time actionable intelligence and situational awareness
for timely event location and optimal response.
Incident information, including rounds fired, number of shooters
or explosions, direction and speed of shooters in motion, and
incident audio, is readily available to field units and command
and control centers via IP-based networks. This gives
personnel potentially life-saving situational awareness prior
to arriving on-scene. Each incident is logged into a database,
preserving incident information for use as forensic evidence in
investigations and prosecutions. Incident information can be
used to corroborate witness testimony, reveal the number of
shooters, and aid with crime scene reconstruction using a precise
geo-referenced timeline of shots fired. Analysis of cumulative
incident data reveals gun crime patterns, trends, and hot spots.
This information can be used to drive directed patrols and other
intelligence-led policing initiatives. Access to the system's
database is readily available via standard data networking
methods. Alert data can be rapidly disseminated, allowing
coordinated responses, and multi-jurisdictional informationsharing for a more coordinated response.
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When combined with crime analysis and intelligence-lead
policing policies, system incident information helps customers
reduce violent crime. Agencies consistently report reductions of
violent crime up to 40 percent and 60 to 80 percent reductions
in celebratory gunfire rates thanks to the combination of realtime alerts and intelligence-led policing. Systems can also
be used for short and medium duration tactical operations,
dignitary protection, special events, and organized gang
violence suppression, active shooter deterrence. System data
integrates easily with existing security systems, enhancing critical
infrastructure protection, special event security, facility security
and force protection. In military and homeland security settings,
ShotSpotter GLS solutions add essential security to areas such
as forward operating bases and critical infrastructures.
Mission Statement
Focus, ingenuity, and technological vision are what drive
ShotSpotter, Inc. Our corporate mission is to develop,
manufacture and commercialize mission-essential acoustic
surveillance systems that give law enforcement, homeland
security, and military personnel accurate, actionable intelligence
about weapon fire and explosive events. By providing incident

alerts and historical incident data, ShotSpotter GLS solutions
help public safety officials and military personnel locate, analyze,
prioritize, and appropriately respond to isolated incidents and
trends, aiding them in their duty to serve and protect. We are
committed to providing customers with comprehensive event
information and focused analytics that enable them to apply
resources more effectively and efficiently when and where they
are needed most.
Customers
ShotSpotter products are actively used by law enforcement and
homeland security agencies across the U.S., including the U.S.
military. Customers include the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
the Department of Justice, U.S. Joint Forces Command, and the
U.S. Army. ShotSpotter systems are deployed in cities across the
United States including Boston, Mass., Chicago, Ill., Los Angeles,
Calif., Oakland, Calif., San Francisco, Calif., St. Louis, Mo., and
the U.S. Capitol, Washington D.C.
Ownership
ShotSpotter is a privately held company founded in 1995 and
backed by investors including City Light Capital, Claremont
Creek Ventures, Labrador Ventures, Lauder Partners, Levensohn
Venture Partners, Norwest Venture Partners, Square 1 Bank, and
The Westly Group.
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